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LET’S TALK ABOUT GAY RIGHTS 
 

The Great Yahweh has a major detail that will give a true outlook.  

 

God says, 

 

Details shared in this way will be a conflict with both sides. How can that plan have a way to 

lead, where this great wisdom from Yahweh will be a hard plan to deal with? Can a gay person 

truly be a real Christian in the true Kingdom of Yahweh? Can God pour out His Spirit upon a 

sinful person and cause them to walk out in great ways of signs, wonders, and miracles? What 

plan would have to come forward to see it, that Yahweh is looking for those who are His, to 

worship Him in spirit and in truth? Are those who walk in the gay way included in the true 

family of God? Here is the question that should be placed in bold print: Is there a true covenant 

way with that person’s spirit and the Great I AM?  

 

What is homosexuality, in a loose wording? It is to be sexually and emotionally connected in a 

personal drinking of sexual acts with a same-sex outlet. Why would the context of emotional 

connections also be stated? Where there is any exchange of sexual activity, there will be a 

mutual transferring of whatever spirit dwells within their partner. With same-sex dealings, there 

is a void of natural penetration, yet the nature of the sexual fondling and probing will bring a 

sexual climax that will mimic actual sex with the opposite way in gender, which will, in turn, 

bring a major soul tie connection.  

 

That person is not his or her soulmate based on how that person had them first. It’s a soulish 

connection that makes that person think that that man or woman will always belong to them, in 

joining. And even when a person makes it clear that details are truly from My way, there will 

still be a longing for revenge. You have a way to see it: People date others and would think that 

there should always be a territorial right to the former way. That person must let go and move on 

in a new way. Talking about the way they first met gives a clear way that they still think about 

how they once had a territorial right to that person. Is that person still theirs when there is a 

breakup? Should that person still reminisce about how they met, even many years later? This is 

how it is with a person that is very wounded.  
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You see it with gay people and with straight ways, how they still join up with the old way in 

their hearts and would call a true prophet a liar when My servant says there is a deep issue that 

still has to be dealt with. You have had many sexual partners since your high school years, and in 

these joinings, you have justified your whoremongering ways with how you just wanted to feel a 

special way. You gained attention with very revealing outfits. You took a great amount of 

pictures of your way just so that you could divert attention away from other women’s spouses.  

 

We showed you your many errors even while you were sleeping around with others. I came to 

you in visions and in dreams to bring a clearer warning so that you wouldn’t be destroyed by 

Satan. Your hunger for a money way gave you a major blindness that the path that you had taken 

would lead to death. We called you over and over to a deep repentance, yet you kept saying that 

there will always be time to repent. But you were living in deep sin, blaspheming the One True 

God, giving sinful infestations into others.  

 

You were labeled as a cult leader, a person who took advantage of others, a false prophet, a 

misled novice who is leading people astray. Who are you, and why would Yahweh have all of 

that detail placed in this major controversial way? It’s because I am not allowing the slander. I 

will now give you the wisdom that will prove to the whole world that We are with you. Yahweh 

is God of the universe. His patience is very strong, and at the same time, there is a moving in His 

justice, where He will bring a purpose forward that will be firmly rooted in protecting His true 

prophet. And it will all be fully a revealed way as Yahweh pushes the full way forward.  

 

Why would God say that it is against His nature to have a same way in gender, have an intimate 

way of being with one another, and in the same way of the ways people see, would then give His 

blessing? That does not make natural sense, yet there are those who will call their way a Gay 

Christian. Stating that you are gay and a Christian moves out of spiritual order of the faith 

foundation in its full detail. That’s the same statement as saying they represent a Nazi-Jew way 

or that they are a Satanist-Christian. It is a clashing of foundational truths that gives a 

background that is not accurate in stating.  
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There is a true way in love for any person who is gay, and I would allow you to hire a gay person 

in their way of work duties outside of the Seersgate umbrella as a strict business transaction. To 

bring a clearer way: If we go to the local grocery store, are we first going to ask that person if he 

or she engages in same-sex dealings before giving them our groceries to ring up? Are we going 

to ask that habitual liar about their fake, hypocritical way in church before letting them lay hands 

upon your way? It’s the root. 

 

Sin is a power dealing that keeps Me from engaging in intimate ways with humans—gay or 

straight. Gays embrace values that move against firm tenants in God’s order, that the male and 

female should join together as one flesh and be fruitful and multiply. But is it only about Sodom 

and Gomorrah, or are there deep dealings that must be addressed? That has to be given that 

Christians view the gay way as a religion, to give the impression that any association and friend-

related way will automatically bring God’s judgment. If this is so, can We—God I AM—tell all 

of those sinful living Christians to put their labels on their chest and proclaim their ways? Didn’t 

I say that whoever is without sin could cast the first stone? Does it say that I will allow sin in My 

Heaven? No! I will not let any sin into My Heaven. Who then can be saved? Those who will be 

holy unto Yahweh. Didn’t My Word say that there will be those who will say, “Lord, Lord, 

didn’t we do these great signs in Your name?” That is a general way of seeing. 

 

It is so clear that there will be a plan to give out My Spirit in a tangible way that people who are 

continually sinning will think that there is a true covenant relationship with Yahweh. I will tell 

those who abuse grace and live a sin-filled way without any anger in My way, to depart from 

Me. I never knew them. How can that be? There are those who will be in the Kingdom of 

Yahweh and will truly be Mine. Then they will start to dabble in sin and will ignore My Word 

and will give in to their selfish way. They will taste of sin continually and will take My grace as 

an ill way and abuse it, thinking that they can live in their spiritual filth and come and make it 

seem as if they are connected. There must be a true turning from sin to become sealed under the 

Kingdom way. Can you tell the people that once saved is not always saved? Can you tell the 

people of this Scripture that speaks of other certain sins, if it is a firm standing within, will keep 

one from entering Heaven? Even cowards. 
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But as for the cowardly, the faithless, the detestable, as for murderers, the 

sexually immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars, their portion will be in the 

lake that burns with fire and sulfur, which is the second death. 

—Revelation 21:8 ESV 

 

My Word says a clear plan. A person has to understand that there are actual demons that take a 

plan to enter a human way and use them to display the nature of the demon. What if there were 

demons that would persuade one to walk in bitter anger? What if there were voyeurism demons 

that made others want people to see them in promiscuous settings? What if there were demons of 

Hate and Murder or demons of Rape and Incest? What if there were demons that would make a 

person have a longing for the same gender, where that person under that demon influence would 

crave that same gender with a deep lustful way, feeling that it was always given? 

 

Doesn’t anyone have a wisdom level that will help them to see that Satan has ways of filling 

human babies with demons? Even women are breeders of Satan. They birth forth natural children 

with natural sperm for the sole purpose of giving Satan his way of glory. Can demons enter 

babies in the womb? Isn’t it clear that John the Baptist was already set aside for Kingdom 

purpose even from his mother’s womb? What would have to be clearly seen in this gay rights 

plan is that Christians will sin, but they will have to come back into a fellowship with the One 

True God, with a plan of forgiveness.  

 

Would I have you get a Christian cake made by a Satanist? Would the cake be defiled? It could if 

there were spells placed upon your way. What about other faiths and religions? Could they be an 

influence in a Christian’s way? I am sure whoever reads this has a clear understanding of how 

religious beliefs will not take away a trade of work from the person’s skill set. What is the 

problem? Is it actually against a Christian’s faith to make cakes to celebrate same-sex joinings? 

Well, should I be upset with how those same Christians celebrate Halloween, which is one of 

Satan’s high days of worship? Should I be angered with the ones who read tarot cards and watch 

satanic movies? Should I be upset with those self-professing Christians who are heavily lusting 

at the church gathering, staring at the woman in the low-cut shirt? They are on stage worshipping 

Me, yet at the same time, these worship ways are having sex with their choir leaders. Preachers 
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are taking money through guilt. They cheat. They turn against Me. They pass judgment on any 

with sin that they have never done.  

 

Who is with Me? Take that sin from you and turn to drink healing and forgiveness. Take a look 

at your way of sinning and ask Me to cleanse this way in the blood of the Great King Jesus. Sin 

separates you from the presence of Yahweh. Do not celebrate it. Do not embrace it. Do not mix it 

with the holy way that God gives. If you know you are sinning, step down from your position of 

authority till you have been dealt with. Do not cause others to stumble. It is not a matter of 

freedom to live the way you think is better. It is truly to live the way that will bring glory and 

honor to King Jesus. I would not have any leader in a position that will bring dishonor to King 

Jesus. Many sit in church gatherings with sin, yet they do not truly see that there must be a true 

power given out in real love that will turn the heart of any.  

 

King Jesus sat and ate with sinners, but He did not shift within to take on their nature. It is under 

a constitutional statement—about having rights; then, with the separation of church rights from 

the government, who is protected? This is where Kingdom order must be established. This is 

where Yahweh will have the Kingdom power way bring a great influence within any who sins. 

This is where the glory of God must take over and shift what nature leads in the natural dealings. 

This is where anyone who is living a sinful way must turn from sinful living.  

 

What is sin? The gay person will not state that their sexual preference is a sin-filled dealing. The 

way to have a clear look at any sin is to have a look at what nature is driving this way of living. 

Is it based on the Great Way’s will? Is King Jesus approving how that nature is within? Does it 

cause a break in covenant ways with Yahweh? Will it bring a spiritual death? The wages of sin is 

death. This is very clear. Will I have you make products for those who are walking in sin? It is a 

way of conscience. For you were once filled with great temptings, and when I expelled those 

many sex demons, you were delivered. And with the expelling, you actually dealt with the literal 

spirit that was within your natural way.  

 

You are aware that many will reject you—how you were once a very sin-filled person, yet your 

God will give you such a deep power-filled surging that will make it clear that anyone who will 

call upon the name of the Lord will have everlasting life. They will need to be trained in 
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deliverance once you enter street ministry. Give this world the Good News about King Jesus. 

Expel many demons. Heal the spiritual and the natural sick. Raise many from the dead—those 

above the earth and buried in the coffin below. Walk, in powerful creative ways. Do not give any 

tolerance to a sin-filled nature, but always give that sin-filled person My Kingdom way.  

 

What did I do, servant? I demonstrated the Kingdom. I have great transforming power. It is time 

to go out. Tell them all, that in the Great Way King Jesus, there will be a right to have purpose, 

power, and eternal living with Me. And I will raise them up at the last day. Love the nature of 

Yahweh, that it overrules territorial sin. Walk, in power in King Jesus. Do not dabble in sinful 

ways. Keep your influence under Yahweh’s protection. Keep your eye gates and ear gates a holy 

way, separated unto Yahweh. There is a great surging that is moving to the surface. Move in My 

purpose.  

 

Those who are Mine will hear My voice, and they will follow My will. What is the will of 

Yahweh? It is a “clean hands and pure heart” presentation. It is true worship in spirit and in truth. 

It is a covenant joining with God I AM. It is a real part in the Kingdom of Yahweh and a full 

renouncing of Satan. It is to give the Great Way King Jesus all authority over the way you live. 

Are these factors in place? Is the Great Way King Jesus your God? Let Him gauge your heart. 

Let Him look at the way you truly are. Know Him with your spirit. The way is with a covenant 

relationship.  

 

Let’s come and follow King Jesus through repentance and a turning away from all sin. Let’s 

embrace the person while staying a holy way in Yahweh. King Jesus ate with sinners. He did not 

have a profitable relationship with the religious person in “heart” ways. Only Yahweh can say 

what that person is truly like; so, let’s give out the Good News of King Jesus, demonstrated in 

great Kingdom surgings, to bring them—any who will hear—a true way in Yahweh’s way. 

Amen. 

 

 
 


